In 2016 took place in accordance with the Plan of Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) for the second half of 2016.

Organizer: News Advertising Agency “MediaCompass Ukraine”

Premium sponsor of the Forum: TURMAR MARINE

Sponsor of the Conference: DSV company

1st Day 27 of September

8.00 – 8.30 – registration and coffee

8.30 – 9.00 – opening of the conference

Greeting of Representative of Ministry of foreign affairs of Ukraine
Greeting of Representative of Ministry of infrastructure of Ukraine
Mr. Johannes Baur – Delegation of the European Union to Ukraine
Mr. Mircea Ciopraga – Secretary general, Intergovernmental commission TRACECA
Mr. Orest Klimpush – Chair of Ukrainian Federation of transport workers of Ukraine
Mr. Igor Sumchenko – General manager of TURMAR Marine Istanbul., Premium sponsor of the Forum
Mr. Oleg Voskoboinikov – Head of the project, DSV, Sponsor of the conference

9.00 – 11.30 SECTION I: Prospects of transcaspean transport routs functioning in the direction Europe- Asia;
Moderator: Mr. Mircea Ciopraga – Secretary general, Intergovernmental commission TRACECA

Mr. Johannes Baur – Delegation of the European Union to Ukraine «EU-Ukraine transport cooperation under the Association Agreement»

Mr. Mircea Ciopraga – Secretary general, Intergovernmental commission TRACECA «Rail and Road Transport corridors along Europe and Asia»

Mr. Orest Klimpush – Chair of Ukrainian Federation of transport workers of Ukraine «25 years of transport system of Ukraine: Success, problems and prospects of development.». 
Mr. Georgiy Tokman – Executive Director of BASPA, the Association of ports of the Black Sea and the sea of Azov «Main problems of the Black Sea transport system functioning and development and ways for their solution»

Mr. Vasilii Zubkov – Adviser of the President of PLASKE «Problems of Ukrainian export in direction of Caucasus, Kazakhstan, Middle Asia countries»

Ms. Irina Nikorak – Executive director and Founder Silk Link Ukrainian association of silk route «Ukraine as an investment artery of the Silk Route. Prospects for cooperation»

Mr. Oleg Voskoboinikov – Head of the project DSV «Delivery from China to Ukraine by railway»,

11.30 – 11.50 – Panel discussion
Moderator Mr. Mircea Ciopraga – Secretary general, Intergovernmental commission TRACECA

12.00 – 13.00 – grand opening ceremony of the International Black Sea Transport Forum 2017 (TRANS-EXPO-ODESSA) (concert-exhibition hall of Odessa sea port)

13.00 — 14.00 – Lunch

14.00 – 15.45 SECTION II: International multimodal transportation: container, truck-ferry, railway-ferry. cargo. Delivery process optimization
Moderator: Ms. Katerina Konsta – CEO STAMKON (Greece)

Mr. Steve Wray – Associate Director – Maritime & Logistics WSP Group «Enhancing Competitiveness and exploring current opportunities in the Black Sea economy and in the Ukraine in particular»

Mr. Patrick Anvroin - Director for Transport, Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR) «EU transport policy and the wider Black Sea: expected opportunities for regional authorities during the Bulgarian and Romanian EU presidencies» (Skype-report)

Ms. Katerina Konsta – CEO STAMKON (Greece) «3PL & 4 PL Market Development»

Mr. Michael Shumilin – Chairman, Ukrainian Logistic Cluster «ELA, the European Logistics Association, strong international forum for networking, promotion and development of the logistics and supply chain business.»

Mr. Andrey Shevchuk – Commercial director PPL 33-35 «Modern tendencies of electronic circulation of documents in Ukrainian ports»

Mr. Valentin Mayevsky – Vice-president of Association «Ukrainian logistics alience» «e-commerce trading and multimodal transport: competition or symbiosis»

15.45 – 16.00 Panel discussion: Readiness of transport-logistics companies to radical changes of customers’ demands in conditions of electronic business
Moderator: Mr. Valentin Mayevsky – Vicepresident of Association «Ukrainian logistics alience»

16.00 – 16.30 – coffe-time

16.30 – 18.00 Continuation of SECTION II: International multimodal transportation: container, truck-ferry, railway-ferry. cargo. Delivery process optimization
Moderator: Mr. Valentin Mayevsky – Vicepresident of Association «Ukrainian logistics alience»
Mr. Simon Bosschieter – Managing director Holland container innovation Nederland B.V. «4FOLD Foldable Container as a service. The new way to experience the benefits of 4FOLD» (Skype-report)

Ms. Angelina Shepitko Sales Manager Ukraine BeFlexi «Solutions to optimize bulk liquid logistics and lower financial risks»

Mr. Maxim Artemenko – Director Art Port LTD «Software for monitoring railway traffic and managing transportation costs»

Mr. Alexander Gevrek – Head of commercial department of fleet exploitation Ukrferry shipping company «Ferry lines of UKRFERRY on the Balck Sea – new prospects of competitiveness»

Mr. Alexander Safronov – Deputy director on scientific work of Ukrainian scientific-research institute of car-building «Prospects of railway transport development in Ukraine»

Mr. Vasiliy Kaspryak – Co-Head of the Board European Union of transport workers of Ukraine «Reformation of Ukrainian railways and transport forwarding market of Ukraine»

2nd Day. 28 September

9.00 – 9.30 registration and coffee

Moderator: Mr. Mamuka Akhaladze – Director of Maritime Transport Agency of Georgia

Mr. Mamuka Akhaladze – Director of Maritime Transport Agency of Georgia «Reforming of maritime industry. Georgian experience»

Mr. Ario Dehghani, Counsel, Head of the Compliance and EU law practices of Redcliffe Partners «Compliance and corruption challenges of transport and infrastructure companies acting in Ukraine»

Mrs. Isabelle Ryckbost – Secretary General European Sea Ports Organization (ESPO) «Priorities for European ports»

Mr. Otto Schwetz – Counsellor of the Senate of the City of Vienna, Chairman of Corridor VII, the Danube, Vice-President of Pro Danube Austria, Chairman of the Working Group Transport and Navigation of the Working Community of the Danube Regions «Port of Vienna: innovationas and added value», «PIANC International: Introduction and News»

Mr. Erhan Esinduy – Regional Manager LISCR Istanbul «The Liberian Registry and our services»

11.00 – 11.30 – coffee-time

11.30 – 12.30 SECTION IV: Possibilities for investments into ukrainian transport branch. of infrastructure projects.
Moderator: Dr. Nickolay Mayger – Owner & President of consulting company MAYGER LLC, President of Association of Foreign Investors in Ukraine
Dr. Nickolay Mayger - Owner & President of consulting company MAYGER LLC, President of Association of Foreign Investors in Ukraine «Investment prospects of marine infrastructure development»

Ms. Svitlana Teush. Counsel, Head of the Real Estate, Construction and Infrastructure practices of Redcliffe Partners «Project finance of infrastructure development in Ukraine: Case study overview of legal issues»

Mr. Andrey Selutin – «Arzinger» Head of South Ukrainian branch «Legal aspects of private investment into ports infrastructure»

Mr. Mikhail Selivanov– Lawyer, Attorney Interlegal, Law firm « Legal trends of 2017 for transport: problems and risks»

Representative of Ukrainian Sea Ports Administration «USPA investment projects in 2017-2018: opportunities for partnership»

Mr. Alexander Varvarenko – Director of VARAMAR «SHIPNEXT – a unique on-line marketplace for dry-bulk, wet-bulk project & general cargo»

12.40 – 12.50 – Panel discussion Moderator Dr. Nikolay Mayger – Owner & President Mayger Consulting, President of Association of investors to Ukraine

14.00 – 15.30 SECTION V: Integration of inner water ways of Ukraine into the regional net TEN-T of EU
Moderator: Mr. Alexander Yatsenko – Rector of the Institute of marine economy and business «Dnieper – European intermodal internal water route»

Mr. Otto Schwetz – Counsellor of the Senate of the City of Vienna, Chairman of Corridor VII, the Danube, Vice- President of Pro Danube Austria, Chairman of the Working Group Transport and Navigation of the Working Community of the Danube Regions «The Danube Waterway – newly developments and the New Silk Road»

Mr. Edgar Martin – Head, Infospectrum Central & Eastern Europe «Container Shipping on the River Danube»

Mr. Vyacheslav Vdovichenko – CEO First DDCG Logistics Holding GmbH «Inland Waterway Transport in West Europe and on the Danube»

Mr. Alexei Kotlubay – Doctor of economic sciences Deputy director of Institute of market problems and economic environmental research of NAS of Ukraine «Marine policy of Ukraine in conditions of free trading zone with EU»

Ms. Julia Koval - JURIMEX Law Firm «Initiations of laws in the field of internal water-ways»

Ms. Margarita Azoyan – a head of commerce-freight department UDP (on behalf of Mr. Dmitry Barinov) «UDP as an integrational part of Rein-Danube corridor of transport TEN-N network of EU»

Ms. Alena Lipinskaya – Association of Ukrainian ports «Ukrport» «Main directions of barriers removal on the way of advancement of commodities through ports of Ukraine»
15.30 – 16.00 – Panel discussion: «Ways of the State regulation system development in Sea and inland transport»

**Moderator: Mr. Alexei Kotlubay** – Doctor of economic sciences Deputy director of Institute of market problems and economic environmental research of NAS of Ukraine

16.00 – 16.30 – coffee-time

16.30 – 18.00 – A Round-table «Innovative solutions with the use of unmanned flying machines for sea ports of Ukraine (presentation of AGRODRONE company)»

**WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE FORUM:**

27/09/2017

10.00 – 12.00 Round table «Municipal transport of the XXI century» (under support of Department of transport, connection and traffic organizing, Odessa city council)

**Questions for discussion:**
1. Capital repairs with re-equipment and replacement of the tram T3 body, on the basis of production facilities of the municipal enterprise «Odesgorelektrotrans».
2. the project implementation of the automated accounting system of payment in city passenger transport (electronic ticket)
3. City transport modernization Mr. Mikhail Karyi Di-Elcom LTD

10.00 – 12.00 – Presentation of Art Soft LTD «Automation of the marine transport industry. Transshipment of cereals and oil crops. Railway logistics»

15.00 — 15.20 Presentation of Turkish shipbuilders Association GISBIR

15.30 — 16.00 Presentation of TaxLink company

15.30 – 18.00 – A Round-table «Effective legal regulation for shipbuilding» (Organizer – Association of shipbuilders of Ukraine)

**Moderators:** Mr. Victor Lisitskiy – President of Association of shipbuilders of Ukraine, Mr. Alexei Kotlubay – Doctor of economic sciences Deputy director of Institute of market problems and economic environmental research of NAS of Ukraine

**Questions for discussion:**
1. Dynamics of marine industry (shipbuilding) development and the place of Ukraine in this important process.
2. Effective legal regulation for shipbuilding
3. Creating of the legal base for new birth of Ukrainian fleet at Ukrainian ship yards.
4. The comparison of cargo transportation”s efficiency by a barge and a ship.

28/09/2017

10.00 – 13.00 – Round table on discussion of projects of changes of Resolutions of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 21.05.2012 № 451 and 25.05.2016 № 364 on regulation a typical technological scheme of passing through the state border and the order of information exchange (Organizer: Association «Ports Community»)

**Moderator:** Vasily Zubkov – General director Association «Ports Community»
14.00 – 18.00 Round table on seafarers training and certification «Ukrainian crewing – development prospects and existing risks»

Vyacheslav Kislovsky – Head of the All-Ukrainian association of crewing companies «The system of training and certification of seafarers remaining ineffective. The creation of the Single Window system for seafarers is an effective tool for bringing the National System of Training and Certification of Seafarers to European standards»

Pavel Bulanovich - Acting Head of the Inspectorate for Training and Certification of Seafarers «New standards of preparation of command and ordinary crew, according to therequirements of Manila amendments in International convention about training and certificating of seafarers.

Igor Safin – Director of the crewing agency «V. Ships» «The rudimentary licensing system of Ukraine being a brake on the transition of crewing companies to the International Conventions working conditions»

Alexander Sagaidak – sea captain, commercial director of Olvia Maritime «An ineffective system for managing the seafarers’ employment sector requires the establishment of a civilian management system»

Erhan Esinduy – Regional Manager LISCR Istanbul «The Liberian Registry and our services» «General condition of training of seafarers in the industry. The reasons for the decline in professionalism and methods for improving training»

Katerina Konsta – The executive director of SeaWorks Training & Consultancy (UK) «Online preparation of qualified personnel in current market conditions»

Boris Babin – Independent Ukrainian Sea Trade Union «The part of maritime trade unions in expanding the international market of seafarers’ employment. The National Employment Contract providing new opportunities for Ukrainian seamen»

Vladimir Sharapov - Institute of marine economy and business «Application of new methods of training of seafarers in account with a human factor»

29/09/2017

10.00 – 12.00 – A meeting of the Committee on engineering, construction and technical operation of port engineering and hydraulic constructions, Association of ports of Ukraine «Ukrport» (VIP-hall of concert-exhibition complex of Odessa sea commercial port)